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contents "We didn't commit suicide; we committed an act of revolutionary suicide protesting the conditions
of an inhumane world." - Jim Jones The United States has never had a shortage of cults based on religious
teachings and charismatic leaders, but perhaps none are as infamous as Jim Jones and the Peoples Temple,
which remain notorious for the mass murder-suicide event in Jonestown, Guyana on November 18, 1978,

during which nearly 900 people drank cyanide-laced Flavor Aid, including nearly 300 children. To this day,
"drinking the Kool-Aid" is a popular phrase in America to refer to people who blindly follow a person or idea
without thought, and the event at Jonestown was the deadliest deliberate act involving Americans in history

until the 9/11 attacks.

Jim Jones is the leader of an American religious cult Jim Jones. They show us the. It was deadliest deliberate
act involving Americans in history until the 911 attacks.

Peoples Temple

Jim Jones and the Peoples Temple The History of the Most Notorious Cult and Mass MurderSuicide in
American History Kindle edition by Charles River Editors. Originally founded in Indianapolis Indiana by
Reverend Jim Jones the Peoples Temple spread a message that combined elements of Christianity with

https://westreadsensey.icu/books1?q=Jim Jones and the Peoples Temple: The History of the Most Notorious Cult and Mass Murder-Suicide in American History


communist and socialist ideology with an emphasis on racial equality. Survivors try to move on. From the
1950s until the end of The Peoples Temple in 1978 Jones was seen as a beacon of peace across the racial
divide and a leading advocate for socialism. by the organization that Jim Jones operated. Chidesters work
does contain a historical element it is more firmly rooted in the . Most of them were Americans who were a
member of a Californiabased cult called the Peoples Temple of the Disciples of Christ. The Jonestown

Massacre occurred on Novem when more than 900 members of an American cult called the Peoples Temple
died in a mass suicidemurder under the direction of their leader. These facts make up the essential canon of
Jonestown.1 Certainly news coverage in 1998 of the twentieth anniversary of the . If it matters to you it
matters to us. one of the past centurys most chilling events the Jonestown mass suicidemurder that . As he
pressured members of the Peoples Temple to drink cyanidelaced punch. Peoples Temple The History of the

Most Notorious Cult and Mass Murder suicide in American History book online at.
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